Summary of NCUA FOIA Documents Released to CUNA with Cover Letter Dated
July 2, 2009
The 113 pages of documents that NCUA included in this second and final response to
CUNA’s FOIA request for the PIMCO report and other agency documents related to the
valuation of corporate credit unions’ securities are redacted excerpts of: (1) the NCUA
Board closed meeting transcript from October 16, 2008; (2) an NCUA Board Action
Memorandum dated January 27, 2009 requesting the Board to approve a guarantee of
uninsured corporate credit union shares; (3) the NCUA Board closed meeting transcript
from January 28, 2009; (4) the NCUA Board closed meeting transcript from March 19,
2009; (5) the NCUA Board closed meeting transcript from March 26, 2009; and (6) a
copy of the NCUA staff PowerPoint presentation made to the Board at the March 26th
closed meeting. Click here for these documents in their entirety as released by NCUA.
1. Transcript of October 16, 2008 NCUA Closed Board Meeting (see PDF p. 3)
This transcript excerpt begins at page 96 with then-NCUA Director of Examination and
Insurance, now NCUA Executive Director, David Marquis discussing the potential costs
to federally-insured credit unions if NCUA were to implement a corporate credit union
share guarantee pursuant to Section 208 of the Federal Credit Union Act.
Marquis explains to the Board that Financial Accounting Standards Board interpretation
45 would be the applicable accounting standard that NCUA staff would use to determine
the appropriate National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF) reserve for such
a guarantee. He tells the Board that the accounting rule does not prescribe how to
determine the “fair value” of the guarantee but that NCUA would rely upon “valuation
modeling” in order to determine the “fair value.”
Marquis relates that NCUA’s Risk Management Department had worked with valuation
experts from the agency’s accounting firm to develop a computer valuation model for
such guarantees. He says that NCUA staff ran a number of trials “for each of the
resolution options considered” using this risk modeling software. Within the distribution
of results produced by each trial, NCUA staff’s analysis focused on three numbers: (a)
the maximum fair value; (b) the average fair value; and (c) the number covering 90
percent of the fair value calculation.
Marquis indicates to the Board that determining the fair value of the guarantee using
these analyses is highly complex and requires“ a high degree of professional judgment.”
He also notes that some of the variables, such as “the value of mortgage assets,”
changes daily and that the amount of reserves that would be required by the model
would change based on future information, such as if corporates’ mortgage-backed
securities were to further erode in value.
2. Board Action Memorandum Dated January 27, 2009 (see PDF pgs. 10, 36)
NCUA included two apparently identical copies of this Board Action Memorandum
(BAM) in its FOIA release.
The BAM is signed by NCUA Executive Director David Marquis and requests the NCUA
Board to take five actions: (a) issue a $1 billion capital note to U.S. Central FCU; (b)
establish a voluntary NCUSIF guarantee for all corporate credit union shares; (c) issue
an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking “on restructuring the CCU system;” (d)
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implement a communications campaign and budget, including the immediate issuance
of a letter to credit unions; and (e) declare a premium assessment to restore the
NCUSIF equity ration to 1.30 percent, to be collected in 2009.
The BAM states that the corporate credit union system is experiencing a severe liquidity
crisis, that corporates had suffered approximately $18 billion in unrealized losses on
illiquid mortgage-backed securities (exceeding the $8.7 billion in corporate credit union
capital), and that an NCUA staff analysis presented to the NCUA Board in October 2008
indicated that a corporate share guarantee would likely be the least cost solution.
The BAM estimates U.S. Central’s unrealized losses as $9.6585 billion and WesCorp’s
unrealized losses as $3.663.6 billion. It indicates that U.S. Central must take a $1.2
billion OTTI charge and that WesCorp’s OTTI charge is to be determined. The BAM
also estimates unrealized losses and OTTI for Members’ United Corporate, Southwest
Corporate, Corporate One, and Constitution Corporate.
The BAM estimates a $4.7 billion total cost to the NCUSIF for the corporate share
guarantee and further estimates the number of natural-person credit unions that such a
NCUSIF premium would push into a lower Prompt-Corrective Action category.
3. Transcript of January 28, 2009 NCUA Closed Board Meeting (see PDF p. 18)
This excerpt includes Chairman Fryzel’s opening remarks that this meeting is to discuss
supervisory actions related to U.S. Central and the corporate credit union system, and
certifying that the Board did not receive a request to reconsider its decision to close
discussion of this item.
The excerpt then jumps to page 17 of the closed meeting transcript. NCUA Executive
Director David Marquis, then-Acting Director of the NCUA Office of Corporate Credit
Unions (OCCU) Scott Hunt, NCUA CFO Mary Ann Woodson, and NCUA staff members
John Ianno and John Kutchey address the Board to explain the U.S. Central capital
infusion, the share guarantee, and the other actions proposed in the BAM. Kutchey
informs the Board that the NCUSIF’s estimated liability for the corporate credit union
share guarantee is $2.7 billion but that that amount is likely to change as external
factors influencing the performance of the corporates’ securities change, or because of
corporate liquidity problems and/or an “independent credit analysis.”
Hunt informs the Board that then-U.S. Central CEO Francis Lee and then-U.S. Central
Chairman Joe Herbst had traveled to the NCUA “central office and met with staff as well
as the Board” to inform the agency that U.S. Central’s OTTI charge had formulated into
about $1.2 billion after a preliminary estimate of approximately $300 million. Hunt
states, however, that “I want to clarify to the Board that [the $1.2 billion] represents the
market value of the securities, not the credit impairment” and that “if we would hold all
such securities to maturity, the losses are in the range of $400 to $700 million.” Based
on these estimates, a $1 billion capital infusion in U.S. Central would likely be sufficient
to cover losses if its securities are held to maturity.
Kutchey adds that the NCUSIF will expense the $1 billion capital note because “full
expensing provides a benefit to the NCUSIf in terms of our liquidity needs” since “full
expensing allows us to fully replenish the cash in the fund.” Marquis notes that U.S.
Central’s capital charge could push 17 other corporates below 2 percent net worth.
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The excerpt then jumps from page 21 to page 28 of the transcript.
Fazio explains to the Board that the $3.7 billion portion of the reserve charge related to
the corporate share guarantee is a statistically-derived estimate based on the most
current information known at the time but is “definitely subject to change” such as if the
Board approves an independent analysis by PIMCO or based on “changes in economic
factors.”
Fazio also informs the Board that it “has some discretion over the specific timing of
collecting the [NCUSIF] premium but our auditors indicate it needs to occur in the same
year” in which NCUA announces the premium. Kutchey explains to the Board that the
premium would make 112 credit unions newly subject to Prompt Corrective Action but
that, by way of comparison, aggregate credit union system capital is approximately $34
billion dollars greater than in the early 1990s, when aggregate system net worth
averaged 6.4 percent. Mary Ann Woodson adds that NCUA must inform the Treasury
Department five days before it wants to make a capital injection and that NCUA could
make additional capital infusions later in the year if necessary.
The excerpt then jumps from page 34 to page 56 of the transcript. Board Member
Hyland asks Fazio about how he anticipates explaining the NCUSIF premium to
federally-insured credit unions. The Board then unanimously votes in favor of the share
guarantee, NCUSIF premium and related actions, and separately votes—
unanimously—in favor of hiring PIMCO to conduct “an initial credit analysis at a cost of
up to $5 million and, if deemed necessary, up to three subsequent credit analyses at a
cost of up to 1.5 million . . . .”
4. Transcript of March 19, 2009 NCUA Closed Board Meeting (see PDF p. 46)
This excerpt begins on page 80 of the transcript. NCUA Executive Director David
Marquis, new OCCU Acting Director Mark Treichel, and OCCU staff member Steve
Farrar address the Board about PIMCO’s report and its impact on the NCUSIF’s reserve
calculations. Marquis tells the Board that the revision of the reserve numbers is the
result of new information from PIMCO “but it has nothing to do with the conservatorship
per se . . .”
Farrar explains that PIMCO’s valuation estimates were “not anywhere close” to
numbers that NCUA received from a party the name of which is redacted (possibly
WesCorp, based on context). As a result of PIMCO’s analysis, the NCUSIF reserve
requirement “did go up $1.2 billion and it is all related to WesCorp.” Farrar notes that,
as a result of PIMCO’s analysis, the “actual liability for U.S. Central went down slightly”
because PIMCO was able to use cash flow in its mortgage-backed securities analysis to
estimate possible future credit losses whereas NCUA staff originally had “just market
value information” about U.S. Central’s securities portfolio.
5. Transcript of March 26, 2009 NCUA Closed Board Meeting (see PDF p. 51)
This excerpt begins on page 9 of the transcript. NCUA Executive Director David
Marquis, OCCU Acting Director Mark Treichel, and OCCU staff members Scott Hunt
and Rick Mayfield address the Board. Hunt states that NCUA staff is “going to reach
out to Clayton [Analytics] and possibly RiskSpan relative to helping the conservatorship
boards finalize the methodologies to supplement the information that we have relative to
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our outside vendor and the other analyses we did.” Hunt adds that there will be “a
material deficit” at WesCorp that “correlates to the [membership capital accounts] and
[paid-in capital] being eroded.”
In response to a question from Chairman Fryzel about WesCorp’s independent audit by
BDO Seidman, Hunt says that the audit is not finished but that BDO had indicated that a
conservatorship would not cause BDO to pull out of doing the audit. Hunt elaborates
that BDO has not yet completed the audit because BDO is trying to evaluate the extent
of WesCorp’s OTTI charges through its own analyses, but that “BDO did indicate that, in
general, all accounting records and processes seemed very sound” at WesCorp.
Hunt says that NCUA staff is doing “some preliminary analysis” on why WesCorp’s
internally determined OTTI numbers are different from PIMCO’s and those of
WesCorp’s external vendor, the name of which is redacted (hereinafter “Redacted
Vendor”). Hunt says that WesCorp had purchased a “[redacted] model to use on an
internal basis” to evaluate mortgage-backed securities. Redacted Vendor had analyzed
only 37 of WesCorp’s approximately 900 bonds, but Redactor Vendor’s analyses of
“credit impairments, while not as conservative as PIMCO’s, were paralleling within the
reasonable realm of estimates with PIMCO’s.”
WesCorp’s internal OTTI estimate was approximately $200 million, Redacted Vendor’s
WesCorp OTTI estimate was approximately $700 million, and PIMCO’s estimate was
that WesCorp’s OTTI was approximately $900 million. All three Board members ask
questions probing whether WesCorp was providing NCUA with incorrect information.
A nine-page discussion follows. Hunt says that “because we are projecting the future
much is determined on your assumptions going forward and I think it is fair to say there
is probably a high degree of optimism in WesCorp’s analysis on a going forward basis
than these other two firms.” As an example, Hunt says that WesCorp had built into its
estimates “more hope that many of the programs out there between the Fed and the
Treasury will have a positive impact” than the other two firms had. Treichel elaborates
that WesCorp also had internal filters that prevented many of its bonds from being
flagged to be submitted for external review by Redacted Vendor.
Mayfield, who helped examine WesCorp on site, explains that WesCorp was filtering
which of its bonds it would flag for external review “using the current liquidations for this
last month and the average for the prior three months to create some kind of loss curve
that they would apply.” Mayfield says that there are two problems with WesCorp’s
filtering approach: (a) recent spikes in liquidations would not be shown in the “current
liquidations” figures; and (b) WesCorp had “very optimistic” assumptions that the
economy and housing prices were “going to turn around extremely quickly and
dramatically too . . .” such as that only 60 percent of 60-day to 90-day delinquent
mortgages would proceed to foreclosure whereas Mayfield believes that 60-day plus
delinquent mortgage loans with similar collateral were being foreclosed upon at a rate
closer to 100 percent. Mayfield concludes his remarks by saying that “[o]ne could
argue” that WesCorp’s OTTI estimates were “unreasonably optimistic.”
The excerpt then jumps from page 29 to page 53 of the transcript. NCUA Director of
Capital Markets Owen Cole is addressing the Board and presenting the PowerPoint
discussed under “6,” below. Rick Mayfield remains present. Cole says that the purpose
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of this presentation is to present “the 30,000 foot view of what the PIMCO report is
doing for us and we want to talk a little bit about the factors that go into the analysis . . .”
as well as the PIMCO report’s conclusions.
Cole says that NCUA chose PIMCO because they needed an unbiased and realistic
valuation of the corporates’ mortgage-backed securities portfolios and wanted to use a
vendor that was not already doing business with the corporates. PIMCO met these
criteria and had been recommended by several sources as one of the few firms with the
expertise to undertake this sort of analysis of mortgage-backed securities.
Cole explains that NCUA only asked PIMCO to analyze private label residential
mortgage-backed securities and collateralized-debt obligations with underlying
residential mortgages because residential mortgage-backed securities represented 58
percent of corporate credit unions’ investments and because other assets in corporates’
portfolios (such as student loans, non-mortgage asset-backed securities, commercial
mortgage-backed securities, and corporate debt) had more transparent pricing that
residential mortgage-backed securities.
Cole relates that PIMCO looked at each bond without knowing which corporate holds it.
PIMCO’s analysis has a high degree of what Cole calls “’granularity’ which is market
slang” for getting detailed, specific information about the bonds’ underlying assets.
PIMCO prices each security on an individual basis using its own internal pricing
guidelines which were consistent for every security reviewed, and PIMCO breaks down
each bond to the individual loan level.
To establish the loan-to-value ratios of the mortgage-backed securities’ underlying
loans, PIMCO analyzes the type of each loan (e.g., prime, Alt-A, subprime), also had
the servicer and originator of each loan (since many loans originated by the same
institution perform similarly, etc.), the current status of delinquencies in the loan
portfolio, and property location at the zip code level (if zip code information is available).
PIMCO then estimates a loan-to-value ratio based on the above information and
“information about the current housing market.” PIMCO apparently believes that
negative equity is a major driver for probability of mortgage loan default and that home
mortgage loan-to-value ratios also drive the rate of housing price recovery.
Cole notes that PIMCO is “not using all unique proprietary sources of information but
rather what we found . . . when we look at their assumptions” is that PIMCO’s
assumptions have “a lot of similarity” with the assumptions of other financial market
information providers.
According to Cole, NCUA asked PIMCO to generate three scenarios using their model:
(a) a “base case” (i.e. most likely) scenario; (b) an optimistic scenario; and (c) a
pessimistic scenario.
Cole states that one of the reasons why WesCorp’s losses are high is because
WesCorp invested in “senior mezzanine” tranches of mortgage-backed securities
whereas U.S. Central and other corporates invested only in “senior” tranches (which
take losses after “senior mezzanine” tranches). “Senior mezzanine” tranches were the
most junior tranches of residential mortgage-backed securities to be rated AAA (even
though they had higher yields than AAA-rated “senior” tranches).
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Cole says that the rating agencies made a mistake in terms of how they assigned
ratings to senior mezzanines because they would traditionally rate all forms of “senior”
tranches as AAA, and the senior mezzanine tranches were assigned AAA because—in
a traditional mortgage-backed security—they would be a subset of the overall “senior”
tranches. Mayfield says that many of WesCorp’s senior mezzanines also have “risky”
underlying loans as collateral, such as Alt-A and Option ARM loans, which are generally
performing “multiples of five, six, seven times worst [sic] than what they expected.”
Cole notes that securities backed by mortgage loans made in 2005-2007 are “very bad”
vintages.
Cole says that WesCorp’s investments in senior mezzanine tranches are “the big
disconnect between them and the other corporates. They have such a large
concentration in a highly risk collateral type and then, on top of that, the riskiest portion
of that triple A.”
6. PowerPoint Presentation “PIMCO: Corporate CU Portfolio Analysis” (see PDF p. 104)
NCUA Director of Capital Markets Owen Cole apparently presented this PowerPoint
presentation during the March 26, 2009 NCUA Board closed meeting summarized
above. The presentation is 12 slides.
Slide one contains the title.
Slide two addresses “Why An Outside Firm?”
Slides three and four summarize the factors PIMCO uses in its analyses, which are
listed above.
Slide five discusses PIMCO’s economic modeling process, which is discussed above.
Slide six lists PIMCO’s “Assumptions” as:
•
•
•

“Economic Scenario
o Housing market
o Home prices
Mortgage Loss Estimates
o Loan types
o ‘Vintage’
Impact of government initiatives”

Slide seven states that PIMCO’s “Home Price Outlook” assumption is that the housing
market will decline further with an “[i]mplied bottom in 2010,” and that there would be a
slow housing price recovery thereafter.
Slide 8 and 9 compare losses on a “traditional” residential mortgage-backed security
(i.e. without a senior mezzanine tranche) and one with a senior mezzanine.
NCUA redacted all relevant information on slides 10 and 11.
Slide 12 is entitled “Summary” and states that under the “optimistic” scenario losses
would exceed all of WesCorp’s total capital and impair most of U.S. Central’s total
capital. It concludes: “Selling bonds isn’t an acceptable option.”
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